RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO.

L

Letter of Intent

The Proposed Integration of Home Health and Hospice Care (HHHC) into the
SolqlionHealth GH) Reeional Community-Based Healthcare Deliverv Network

WHEREAS, this non-binding letter of intent, effective as of February 4,2021(the "Letter
of Intent") memorializes the intentions of SolutionHealth, a New Hampshire voluntary
corporation located in Bedford, NH and its affiliates (including but not limited to Elliot Health
System or "EE$," Southern New Hampshire Health System or "SNHII$," and the respective
affiliates thereof) (collectively referred to as "$H"), and Home Health and Hospice Care, a New
Hampshire voluntary corporation located in Merrimack, NH and its affiliates (collectively
referred to as "HflFIQ") to join together in a transaction that will establish SH as the sole
member of HHHC and thereby integrate HHHC into SH's regional community-based healthcare
delivery network (the "SH Network"), wherein HHHC will play a pivotal role in the further
development and enhancement of the network's pre and post-acute hospital services, including
but not limited to broader, deeper and more coordinated and aligned palliative, home care and
hospice care programs (the o'Integration").
WHEREAS, SH and HHHC desire to effectively integrate into the SH Network a
comprehensive and proactive suite of palliative, home care and hospice services, with the goals
of most effectively addressing the social determinants of health, closing gaps in care, reducing
hospitalizations, re-hospitalizations and inpatient lengths of stay, and ensuring that patients are
able to receive care at home when and as appropriate, as opposed to in the more costly acute
inpatient setting, thereby enhancing access, quallty, value and the patient experience, while
enhancing affordability and sustainability of healthcare in the communities they serve and
throughout SouthemNew Hampshire as aregion.
WHEREAS, SH and HHHC wish to commence the drafting of a definitive written
agreement providing detailed terms of the proposed Integration (a "Definitive Agreemenf'), and
to facilitate the negotiation of a Definitive Agreement, SH and HHHC have jointly engaged legal
counsel and have authorized legal counsel, in conjunction with other retained experts, to prepare
an

initial draft.
NOW, THEREFORE, SH and HHHC agree as follows:

l.

Non-Bindins Letter of Intent.

Except with respect to paragraphs 10 through 16 below, this Letter of Intent is not, and
is not intended to be, an enforceable agreement or binding expression of intent of SH and
HHHC to enter into the proposed Integration or otherwise to proceed to execute a Definitive
Agreement. The execution and delivery of any Definitive Agreement would be binding on the
parties, would be subject to satisfactory completion of due diligence by SH and HHHC eaoh, and
would also be subject to, among other things, final approval by each organizations' respective
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Board of Trustees/Directors and receipt of necessary approvals of various state and federal
government authorities,

2.

if

and as applicable.

Parties to the Combination.

(a)

SolutionHealth. SolutionHealth or "SH" is a voluntary, New Hampshire nonprofit corporation with a principal place of business at 360 NH Ror.rte 101, Suite 8, Bedford, NH
03110. SH was incorporated in 2018, as the sole member of EHS (incorporated in 1999, with
Elliot Hospital created by an Act of the New Hampshire Legislature in 1881) and SNIIHS
(incorporated in 1998, with Southem New Hampshire Medical Center created as Nashua
Memorial Hospital in1892). SH was created to serve as a coordinating and supporting
organization for EHS and SNHHS, in furtherance of developing the SH Network, to improve and
enhance access, quality, value and community benefits, while enhancing the affordability and
sustainability of healthcare in the communities served by the organization and throughout
southem New Hampshire as a region. The Mission of SH is to improve the health and well-being
of the communities we serve through innovative models of patient centered care and
collaborations that improve local access to top quality, high value care.

(b)

Home Ilealth and Hospice Cafe. Home Heatth and Hospice Care or "HHHC" is
a voluntary, New Hampshire coqporation with a principal place of business at 7 Executive Park
Drive, Merrimack, NH 03054. HHHC was incorporated in 1973 to setye as a regional provider
of home care and hospice services, providing traditional home care, inclusive of nursing,
rehabilitation, therapies, medical social work, and licensed nursing assistants, as well as hospice
services in patients' homes, nursing facilities and HFIHC's Community Hospice House. The
mission of HHHC is to provide trusted patient centered services that enhance each individual's
independence and quality tfuoughout life.

3.

Statement ol Obiective.s, of the Combination.

The Definitive Agreement will include a statement of SH and HHHC's objectives
regarding the Integration consistent with the following:
Each of SH and HHHC is a healthcare charitable trust that serves its own respective and
distinct communities within the southern New Hampshire region. These communities share
certain geographic, economic and social attributes that present opporfunities for the further
development of the existing SH Network and improving the delivery of healthcare in the
communities they serve and throughout southern New Hampshire as a region.
The Northem New England region is rapidly approaching the point where the healthcare
needs of residents over 65 will become a significant challenge to healthcare providers, payors,
families, policymakers and community leaders. Recent data indicates that with a median age of
44.9 years old, Maine is the statistically oldest state in the entire country, with New Hampshire
in second place at 43.1 years old, and Vermont in third place at 42.8 yearc old. It is projected that
by 2025 New Hampshire residents 65 and over will outnumber those who are 18 and under.
Further exacerbating challenges associated with effectively caring for the aging in our
community is New Hampshire's 2}-year moratorium on new skilled nursing facility (SNF) beds.
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As a result of this moratoriumo NH's nursing bed occupancy is well above the national average,
essentially limiting a critical resource for care of our most elderly population in need of services,
those over the age of 85. More effective and creative interventions and modalities of care for the
aging will be essential to managing this impending regional challenge,
SH and HHHC desire to effectively integrate into the SH Network a suite of
comprehensive and proactive, home care and hospice services, The goals of this Integration
include enhancing access, quality, value and the patient experience, addressing the affordability
and sustainability of healthcare, all while taking account of emerging community needs and rapid
changes in federal and state healthcare policy, by:

o

More effectively addressing social determinants of health in the communities SH and

HHHC serve;

.
.

Reducing hospitalizations, re-hospitalizations and inpatient lengths of stay;

.

Developing altemative models of care outside the traditional walls of the healthcare
delivery system;

o

Partnering with payors on value-based and risk-sharing reimbursement payment
models;

o

Improving the integration of specialty healthcare services into palliative, home care

Ensuring that patients are able to receive care al home when and as appropriate, as
opposed to in the more costly acute inpatient setting;

and hospice services, and vice versa; and

r

Expanding patient choice and supporting patients and their families to ensure that
they receive effective and quality care in the most appropriate and comfortable
setting;

After careful review and consideration regarding these and other conditions, inoluding
engagement ofexperts onvarious aspects ofthe federal and state healthcare regulatory
environment, SH and HHHC have identified and selected each other as suitable partners whose
combination would create opportunities for improvements as outlined herein, that can be
achieved through a more fonnal integration of certain administrative and other functions of the
parties.
The principal components of the Integration (as described further in Section 4 of this
LOI), to be implemented through the execution and implementation of the Definitive Agreement,
are as follows:
a

The integration of HIIHC into the SH Network, with SH as the sole member of
HI{HC, wherein HIIHC will become a key organizational component of the SH
Network and will play apivotal role in the further development and enhancement of
pre and post-acute hospital services across the organization, including but not limited
to broader, deeper and more coordinated and aligned palliative, home care and
hospice care programs.

-l

a

4.

The creation of a new home and hospice care division of SFI that will include VNA of
Manchester and Southern New Hampshire (incorporated in 1897, and the sole
member of which is EHS) ("Manchester VNA") and HIIFIC. The Manchester VNA
and FII.IFIC will remain distinct charitable trusts, each with their own board as
currently composed and their current mission, but each will be more closely
coordinated and integrated, with ceded corporate power and centralized management
authority to further enhance their integration into participation in the SH Network;

a

The support and preservation of the historic charitable missions of SH and HIIHC
and the ability of each organization to deliver its core services by aligning their
respective clinical services and economic interests;

a

Engagement in collaborative regional planning to develop a further coordinated
healthcare system that will create opportunities for improvements in the areas of
palliative, home care and hospice services as outlined herein; and

a

Creation ofa high degree oforganizational interdependence and cooperation, so as to
control costs, increase value, ensure quality and improve access.

Description of the Proposed Integration. Governance Svstem and Definitive
Agreement.

(a)

Summary

- Inteeration of HHHC IUto SH's Reeional Network.

The

Definitive Agreement will provide for a series of transactions that would be consummated upon
satisfaction of certain conditions to be set forth in the Definitive Agreement (the "Closing"). The
Definitive Agreement will provide that at Closing, SH and HFtr{C will amend each of their
respective Articles of Agreement and Bylaws to establish SFI as the sole member of HHHC,
thereby integrating HIIFIC into the SH Network. HIIHC would become part of an SH integated
governance system as set forth in further detail below. The Definitive Agreement will provide
that HHHC will remain as a separately incorporated and separately licensed home health and
hospice agency and within the context of its existing historic charitable mission. The board of
HHHC will remain in place and will continue to govern the delivery of HIIIIC's healthcare
services within and subject to the requirements of the applicable SH integrated governance
system, and with a continuing oversight role relative to the organization's hospice house,
volunteer program, community relations, community benefit and philanthropy. SH and HHHC
will similarly undertake all necessary amendments with respect to any affiliates in a manner
consistent with the objectives of the transactions contemplated by the Definitive Agreement.

(b)

Transactions to I.rnplement an Intesrated Governance SysteF. The Definitive
Agreement will provide that at the Closing, HHHC will become part of the applicable SH
iniegrated governance system which (i) provides for regionally integrated decision-making at the
SH level with respect to certain corporate, operational and budgetary powers that are to be
expressly ceded to SH, either alone or in conjunction with HHHC (the "Ceded Powers"), (ii)
continues the independent decision-making at the individual affiliate level with respect to certain
powers not expressly ceded to SH (the "Retained Pow-e$."), and (iii) allows HHHC to participate
in governance at SH level and remain informed regarding same by means of integrated and
aligned committee structure, expressly incorporating members of the affiliate organizations'
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boards in appropriate SH board committees. A summary of the Ceded Powers and Retained
Powers is attached to this Letter of Intent as Exhibit A.

Composition of HHHC B.gard of Trustees. The Definitive Agreement will
provide that HHHC will remain a separate corporate entity with a separate Board of Trustees.
HHHC's Board will continue to have its existing structure and membership, and will continue to
nominate and appoint its Board as provided in its Bylaws existing at the Closing subject to
approval and election by the SH Board. Pursuant to its Retained Powers, HFIIIC will undertake
amendments to the Articles of Agreement and Bylaws with respect to its current affiliates in a

G)

manner consistent with the objeetives of the transactions contemplated by the Definitive
Agreernent.

(d)

Continued Status

-of

HHHC Orsanization. The Definitive Agreement will

provide that HHHC shall continue to maintain a separately incorporated and separately licensed
home health and hospice agency and within the context of its existing historic charitable mission,
providing substantially the same services as of the Closing Date for which it is licensed on such
date (subject to such changes as may be jointly agreed to by the SH and HI{HC Boards). The
board of HHHC will remain in place and will continue to govern the delivery of FIHHC's
healthcare services within the applicable SH integrated governanoe system, and with a
continuing oversight role relative to the organization's hospice house, volunteer program,
community relations and philanthropy. HFIHC shall retain its name, but will identify itself as a
SH member, using a SH name to be identified in the Definitive Agreement, and shall abide by
marketing and publication standards applicable to SH members. SH and HHHC will amend their
Articles of Agreement and Bylaws to:

(D

provide that SH will be the sole corporate member of FIIIHC; and

(ir)

incorporate into the HHHC Articles of Agreement and Bylaws provisions
incorporating the integrated govemance structure described above and to otherwise
provide that they are in the form to be set forth in an Exhibit to the Definitive Agreement,

(e) HHHC's Operations ar-rd Financial Decisions and Perforr.nance. The
Definitive Agreement will provide that HIIFIC will continue to have substantial input with
respect to operations and financial decisions, but subject to the SH Board's authority (either
plenary or in conjunction with the Hltr{C Board) pursuant to the Ceded Powers process
described above (and see Exhibit A). HHHC will continue to have sole control and decisionmaking authority on matters involving the existing HHHC Community Hospice House (the
'.CHH") endowment.
(f) HHHCos Affiliates and Joint Yentures. Pursuant to its Retained Powers,
HHHC will undertake amendments to its Bylaws and other organizational documents of its
current affiliates consistent with the objectives of the transactions contemplated by the Definitive
Agreement.
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(g)

HHHC's 7 Executive, Park Drive Properfv. HIIHC owns real properry located
at 7 Executive Park Drive in Merrimack, New Hampshire, which is the current site of its
operations. The parties' will jointly assess the ongoing utility of this site as work progtesses to
more closely align HIIHC's operations and management into the SH Network and as HHIIC and
its leadership become a vital component of SH's home health/post-acute division. If this
property is ever sold, the Definitive Agreement will provide that the sale proceeds will be
transferred to the HHHC Community Hospice House endowment fund.

(h) HL{FC's Communifv Hospice House. HI{HC owns real property located
Naticook Road in Merrimack, New Flampshire on which it operates its CHH. The parties'
expectation is that HHHC will continue to operate the CIIH on this site. The Definitive
Agreement will also address the following regarding the CHH:
(D

(ii)

at?l0

The parties' desire to expand capacity at the CHH, in a manner
anticipating and consistent with community need, and SH's commitment
to fund capital improvements related to this expansion; and

SH's understanding that the CHH may be funded at an operational loss in
a manner consistent

with the pafties' shared vision and plan

as

summarized in Section 8 below.

(r)

No HHHC Assumption of SII Indebtedness. SH will not require HHHC to
assume any SH indebtedness, and neither the Definitive Agreement nor any other document
necessary to effectuate the Integration

5.

will require HHHC to assume any SH indebtedness.

Reuresentations and Warranties.

Under the Definitive Agreement, SH and HHHC will make certain representations and
warranties to the other party that are customary for such transactions, including but not limited
to, the disclosure of any conflict of interest, or any pecuniary benefit transaction and the
representation that any such disclosure has not affected the decision to engage in the lntegration,
and the determination that the transaction is in the best interest of the party and the community
which it serves. These representations and warranties must be true and accurate as of the date of
the Definitive Agreement and as of the Closing Date. All representations and warranties will
survive the Closing. The establishment of these representations and warranties will be part of the
joint due diligence process and will provide assurance to each party that it will have some
protection against liabilities arising from breaches ofrepresentations by the otherparty.
6.

Communitv and Emnlovee

nuf Sessions: T)ue Dilioence.

(a) Pullic_Input. Prior to finalizing the Definitive Agreement, SH and HIIHC will
provide reasonable public notice of the proposed Integration, including publishing the material
terms to the community served by the parties, along with providing reasonable and timely
opportunity for each community, through public hearings or other similar methods, to inform the
deliberations of each parfy regarding the proposed Integration. To that end, SH and HIIHC will
hold public information sessions to afford members of their respective community the
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opportunify to raise any questions or concerns, and/or make recommendations regarding the
proposed Integration. SH and HHHC will also hold information sessions for each of their
respective employees and affiliates. Representatives of SH and HIIHC will endeavor to
incorporate or otherwise respond to questions, concerns or recommendations in conjunction with
developing and executing the Definitivc Agreement.

(b)

Due Dilieence. Subject to the provisions of Section 11 below, from and after the
date of this Letter of lntent, SH and HIIHC will afford designated representatives reasonablc
access to each ofthe other's key personnel, properties, contracts, finances, books and records and
other documents and data as may be reasonably requested for the pu{poses of conducting
reasonable due diligence and evaluating the proposed Integration and finalizing the Definitive
Agreement.

7,

Conduct of Operations Prior to Closinq.

The Definitive Agreement will establish certain conventions governing the operations
SH and HI{HC fbr the period from the date of the Definitive Agreement to the Closing Date.
These provisions will include the following:

of

(a) Establishment of an Inteeration Work Group. Between the date of the
Definitive Agreement and the Closing Date, SH and HHHC will establish an "Inte€ration Work
Group" comprised of the Chief Executive Officers and other selected officials of SH and HHHC,
which wiil bb authorized, subject to applicable legal constraints, to oversee and manage
integration planning and other such activities that SH and HHHC may legally and appropriately
jointly conduct prior to closing. The Integration Work Group will be authorized to establish,
appoint and manage several Integration-related workstream groups, to commence planning the
opportunities for integration of various administrative and operational functions to achieve the
objectives of the Integration, such as the development of integrated information technology
platform for medical records and other data and security systems auoss HHHC during
integration into the SH Network, initiatives to improve quality, value and control the cost of care
for patients, all while preserving and supporting the historic charitable mission of HHHC and the
current SH affiliates. The Integration Work Group will be authorized to retain such consultants
and advisors as it deems necessary to facilitate the activities of the group and related workstream
$oups.
(b) Access and Further Investieation. Between the date of the Defilitive
Agreement and the Closing Date, SH and HFITIC will, under the auspices of the Integration
Work Group, afford designated representatives reasonable access to its key personnel, properties,
contracts, finances, books and records and other documents and data as may be reasonably
requested for the purposes ofevaluating the proposed Integration and to complete the due
diligence commenced pursuant to Section 6@) above.
(")

Operation of SH and HHHC.. Between the date of the Definitive Agreement
and the Closing Date, SH and HHHC will conduct each of their operations only in the ordinary
course of business. Each parly will confer with the Integration Work Group concerning the
status of the operations and finances of the other party, including providing notice of operational
7

matters of a material nature or developments that would cause a breach of any of the
representations or wananties in the Definitive Agreement. Except as may be otherwise
permitted by the Definitive Agreement, neither SH nor HHHC will, without the prior consent of
the Integration Work Group, take any extraordinary or affirmative action, or fail to take any
reasonable action within its control, which action or omission to act would result in a material
change in the other party's ftnances or operations.

(d) Required $pprovalq. As promptly as practicable after the date of this Letter of
Intent and the date of the Definitive Agreement, as applicable, SH and HHHC will cooperate
with each other and use each of their best efforts to promptly prepare and file all necessary
documentation to effect all applications, notices, petitions and filings, and to obtain all permits,
consents, approvals and authorizations of all third parties and governmental authorities which are
necessary or advisable to consummate the transactions contemplated by the Definitive
Agreement, including but not limited to the filing of any notices required under federal and state
antitrust laws, if any, and the filing of a notice of the proposed Integration with the Director of
Charitable Trust of the New Hampshire Department of Justice.
Public Notice and llearinss. Upon the execution of the Definitive Agteement,
will provide reasonable public notice of the terms and provisions contained in the
Definitive Agreement to the communities each serves, and will provide reasonable and timely
opportunity for each community, through public hearings or other similar methods, to inform the
deliberations of each party regarding the proposed Integration in accordance with N.H. RSA
7:19-b,IV.

G)

SH and HHHC

8.

Commitments to Provide Financial Support.

The Definitive Agreement will include mutual commitments between HHHC and SH to
integrate financially in a manner that supports the transition from the cument fee-for-service
environment to a value-based payment system as a single organization, the reduction of overhead
and other costs, and fiscal accountability of management at all levels of the organization, subject
to applicable laws and restrictions and regulatory approvals and consents.
One of the fundamental goals of the parties is for SH to ensute that HIIHC's financial
and operational needs are met, in order to optimally develop a thriving SH home health division.
The parties will jointly develop and include in the Definitive Agreement commitments from SH
to support the financial and operational needs of HHHC into the future, including support for
those needs in the context of future population health, and value-based reimbursement models of
care and reimbursement methodologies. This commitment will reflect the likelihood that
additional investment in, and in some instances subsidization of, home health/post-acute care
may be required in order to manage the total cost of care, across the entire continuum of care, in
ways that could not be supported in the traditional fee-for-service environment. The padies will
also jointly develop and include in the Definitive Agreement a shared services allocation
methodology, to support the shared services provided by SH to HIIFIC, utilizing a formula based
on HI-IFIC's relative Net Patient Services Revenue. The parties acknowledge that the Community
Hospice House is an essential element of the home health/post-acute division and agree to ensure

continued funding as well as philanthropic focus.
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9,

Term and Termination of the Definitive Asreement

(a)

Agreement. The Definitive Agreernent will provide mechanisms regarding how
aparty may terminate the Definitive Agreement during the period from execution of the
Definitive Agreement to the Closing. The Definitive Agreement will allow for termination as
follows:

(i)

by mutual written consent of both parties at any time;

(ii)

by either party with 30 days prior written notice

(iii)

by either party with 30 days prior written notice if the Closing Date has
not occurred on or before December 3I,2021; and

(iv)

by either pafty with 30 days prior written notice if the other party has
materially breached any representation and warranty or failed to comply
with its obligations under the Agreement without cure for a period of at

if SH and HIIHC have
government
approvals within 180 days of the
failed to obtain the required
date of the Definitive Agreement;

least 60 days.

(b) Effect of Termination. If the Definitive Agreement is terminated, the Definitive
Agreement will become void and have no effect, and the termination will be without cost,
expense or liability on the part of either party to the other, except as SH and HHHC may have
otherwise agreed with respect to certain costs; provided, however, that no parly will be relieved
or released from any liabilities or damages arising out of its willful breach of any provision of
the Defmitive Agreement.
(c) Terminati.gn Followine Closine. The Definitive Agreement will also contain
provisions goveming the ability of SH and HIIIIC to unwind the affiliation after Closing if
required under specifically delineated extraordinary circumstances, putsuant to well-defined
criteria, processes and resulting impacts.
10.

Expenses.

(a) Expe{$es in General. Except as otherwise may be expressly provided in the
Definitive Agreement or pursuant to the next Section 1 0(b) of this Letter of Intent, each party
will bear its own expenses incuned in connection with the transactions contemplated by the
Definitive Agreement.
(b)

Certain Shared Costs. To the extent that SH and HHHC have agreed to bear any
costs collectively, such costs shall be borne in accordance with the agreement among the parties,
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including, but not limited to, the costs of retaining advisors and legal counsel regarding the
Integation.

11.

ConfidentialitvAqreement.
SH and HHHC have executed a Non-Disclosure Agreement, dated February 6,2020, and

a Joint Defense and Common Interest Agreement dated September 26,2020, pursuant to which
each party and its representatives have agreed to maintain all confidential information received

from the other party in confidence and to use such information only for the purpose of evaluating
the possible Integration transaction. Each of such agreements shall remain in full force and
effect.

12.

Publicitv.

All notices, publicity, press releases, interviews and communications to third parties
conceming the Integration, must be approved by both SH and HHHC prior to any public
release or dissemination. Subjectto Section 11 above, nothing in thisparagraph shall
govern orpreclude communications between each party and its respective board members,
management personnel, or advisors,

13.

Exclusive Deqlipe.

During the term of this Letter of Intent, neither one of the parties, nor any of their
respective officers or afftliates, will, directly or indirectly, through any representative or
otherwise, solicit or entertain offers from, negotiate with or in any manner encourage, discuss,
accept or consider any proposal of any other person relating to any transaction, merger or
affiliation similar to the Integration; and each party shall immediately notify the other party
regarding any contact between it or its representatives or affiliates and any other person
regarding any such offer or proposal or any related inquiry. SFI and HHHC acknowledge that this
Section 13 shall not prevent either party from entering into such discussions at any time after
the expiration of this Letter of Intent if the parties have not entered into a Definitive Agreement.

14.

Duration of Letter of Intent

This Letter of Intent shall remain in effect until June 30,2021, subjecttothe right ofthe
parties to extend this Letter of Intent by executing a written extension, and further subject to the
right of each party, with or without cause, to terminate this Letter of Intent at any time by
giving at least 30 days written notice to theotherparty.

15.

Notices.

Notices under this Letter of Intent must be in writing and will be deemed to have been
duly given when received by the addressee if sent by a nationally recognized overnight delivery
service to the addresses set forth below:
President & Chief Executive Officer
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SolutionHeallh
360 NH Route

Bedfod NH

l0l,

Suite

I

03110

Prtsident
Homc Hsalth and Hospice Care
7 Bxccutive Park Drive
Menimack, NH 03054.

16.

Go-ygrntng L.lw..

The provisions of this Letter of Intent shall be exclusively governedty and consJrucd
principles' and
under lhe laws of the State of Now Hanpshire without regardto conflicts of laws
compelont
any disputes relating to or arising hereunder shall bc brotigtrt exclusively i-n a court of
j0risdiction in the same state.

*+f**tt++t**

.

this [rtter
Each party signing below belieyes that the Integratlon relation_ship described in
parties'
a unique oppotfr"ity to ensute the future-of each of the

of Intcnl pttttntt tnJpart'ies with

*;tori""triritufte missions *a to inhunoathe availability of affoldable, quality
,ft"iitflt'ut" it*ices to thb rcsidents of thq southqn'New Hampshire communities that they serve,
*a,ugi6 t" the terms of this Letter of Intent, effective as of the date stated in the first paragpaph

;ililil

horein:

HOME HEALTH AND HOSPICE CARE,

SOLUTIONHEALTH,

Byt
&,
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EXHIBIT A
DESCRIPTION OF' CEDED P.OWERS
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Who can initiate action:

Description of Specific Power
-t)!

r'!3'

Any action to elect an HHHC trustee

2

Any action to remove an HHHC trustee

4

SolutionHealth
Board Vote:

HHHC Board

Vote:

l:'-'€njC'-40

t

3

Who must approve action:

HHHC Board nominates
candidate to fill vacancy

Either HHHC Board or

Any action to amend articles of HHHC
(Note: HHHC articles will be restated and
coordinated as part of Closing.)
Any action to amend bylaws of HHHC
(Note: HHHC bylaws will be restated and

coordinated as part of Closing)
5

Any action to legally dissolve HHHC as

5

corporate entity (distinct from changes in
clinical services - see items 77 to L9 below)
Any action to form or dissolve an HHHC

a

affiliate

7

Any action to apooint the HHHC President

8

Any action to remove the HHHC President

SolutionHeahh Board may
initiate a removal of a HHHC
Board trustee, but
Sol utionHealth Boa rd initiative
must be for cause
Either SolutionHealth Board or
HHHC Board may initiate an

amendment, subject to
applicable laws
Either SolutionHealth Board or
HHHC Board may initiate an
amendment, subject to
applicable laws
Either SolutionHealth or HHHC
Board may propose action
Either SolutionHealth or HHHC
Board may propose action

Both SolutionHealth Board and
HHHC Board vote to elect each
HHHC Board member
Both SolutionHealth Board and
HHHC Board must vote to
remove a HHHC Board trustee

Majority

Majority

Majority

Majority

Both SolutionHealth Board and
HHHC Board must approve
action, subject to applicable
laws
Both SolutionHealth Board and
HHHC Board must approve
action, subject to applicable
laws
Both SolutionHealth Board and
HHHC Board must vote to

2/3

2/3

Majority

Majority

2/3

2/3

2/3

2/3

approve action
Both SolutionHealth Board and
HHHC Board must vote to
approve action

ffi

I goth SolutionHealth Board and
SolutionHealth CEO recruits
HHHC Board must vote to
HHHC President in consultation
approve
action
Board
with HHHC
I
Both SolutionHealth Board and
SolutionHealth CEO must
HHHC Board must vote to
recommend removal, in
approve action
consultation with HHHC Board

ffiffiF,*F l-ffiFgffiw+tr
Majority

Majority

Majority

Majority
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Any action to have HHHC merge, acquire,

consolidate or affiliate with another
Hospital or Svstem
to create, incur or assume any

A,ny action

indebtedness for money or any lien (other
than certain permitted liens) by HHHC,
above materiality threshold

Only SolutionHealth Board may
propose action
Only SolutionHealth Board may
propose action

Both SolutionHealth Board and
HHHC Board must vote to
approve action
lf proposed indebtedness or
lien is above materiality
threshold, both Solution Health
Board and HHHC Board must

2/3

2/3

Majority

Majority (if
material)

vote to approve; if below
threshold, only HHHC Board
Any action to purchase, sell, lease, or
transfer of HHHds assets, above

Only SolutionHealth Board may
propose action

materiality threshold

must approve
lf proposed asset transaction is
above materiality threshold,
both SolutionHealth Board and
HHHC Board must vote to
approve; if below threshold,
only HHHC Board must

Majority

Majority (if
material)

a

Any action to adopt HHHC operating and

capital budgets

SolutionHealth CEO manages
budget develo pment with

SolutionHealth Board must
approve budget

Majority

N/A

SolutionHealth Board must
approve

Majority

N/A

HHHC Presidenb

SolutionHealth CEO must
recommend action
Any action to deviate from an approved
HHHC operating or capital budget by more

Solution Health CEO consults

than a material amount

SolutionHealth CEO must
recommend approval to
SolutionHealth Board

with

HHHC President
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Any action to adopt HHHC compensation

and benefit programs

SolutionHealth CEO manages
program development with

SolutionHealth Board must
approve action

Majority

N/A

SolutionHealth Board must
approve action

Majority

N/A

SolutionHealth Board must
approve action based upon
recommendation of
Finance/Audit Committee

Majority

N/A

Both HHHC and SolutionHealth
Board must approve action on
any material changes

Majority (if

Majority

Both HHHC and SolutionHealth
Board must approve action on
any material changes n

Majority (if
material)

Majority

Both HHHC and SolutionHealth
Board must approve action on
any material changes

Majority (if

Majority

HHHC Board must vote to
approve action

N/A

HHHC President;

Any action to approve HHHC information
technology systems (including EMR and
data processing, privacy and security
systems)
Any action to approve HHHC financial
accounting systems and auditors

SolutionHealth CEO must
recommend action
SolutionHealth CEO manages
program development with
HHHC President;

SolutionHealth CEO must
recommend action
SolutionHealth CEO manages
program development with
HHHC President;

SolutionHealth CEO must
recommend action to
Sol utionHealth Finance/Audit
Committee; Finance/Audit
Committee must recommend
action to SolutionHealth Board
Any action to add a clinical/healthcare
service program

Any action to eliminate a
clinica l/healthcare service program,
except as provided in item 19
Any action to materially modify an existing
clinical/healthcare se rvice progra m
provided by HHHC

HHHC President manages

program development in
consultation with
SolutionHealth CEo
HHCH President manages
progmm development in

consultation with
SolutionHealth CEO
HHC President manages

program development in
consultation with
SolutionHealth CEO

Any action to materially modify the

HHHC President manages

volunteer program of HHHC

program develooment

material)

material)

Majority
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Any material action related to the

HHHC President manages

development or implementation of
HHHCs communitv benefits plan
Any material action related to the
philanthropic activities of HHHC
Any material action related to the
CommuniU House of HHHC
Any material action related to the
development or implementation of a
community relations plan for HHHC

program development

Any action to adopt or modify HHHC
fi nancial and investment management

policies except for matters solely involving
HHHC Community House endowment,
which are subject to the sole control and
approval of the HHHC Board

the

HHHC President manages

program development
HHHC President manages

program development
HHHC President manages

program development in
consultation with
SolutionHealth CEO;
SolutionHealth CEO manages
progra m development with

HHHC Board must vote to
approve action

N/A

Majority

HHHC Board must vote to
approve action
HHHC Board must vote to
approve action
Both SolutionHealth and HHHC
Board must vote to approve

N/n

Majority

N/A

Majority

Majority

Majority

Majority

N/A (with
noted HHHC

action
SolutionHealth Board must
approve action

HHHC CEO/President;

board

SolutionHealth CEO must
recommend action; HHHC
retains its own endowments
and other similar funds

oversight over
its own
endowment
and other
similar funds)
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